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Skip to headerSkip to main contentSkip to foot when it comes to satisfying their clients, brokers are aiming for a moving target. And given that different investors may have wildly different needs, perhaps it's fairer to say that stockbrokers need to hit more moving targets. Our 2019 online broker ranking recognizes that no brokerage can hit bull's-eye for each
type of customer, and that the company with the broadest appeal may not meet your specific needs. But in the end, we asked companies that could do the most for most investors. This year's winner: E* Trade, with Interactive Brokers and Fidelity close behind. However, the results show that many companies have excellent service to offer. In the seven
categories we used to judge brokerage, six different companies won the top ranking. As investors' needs and preferences change, brokers need to adapt. Brokerages' mobile apps have grown more sophisticated as more customers have shown they like doing business on the go. And as investors have demanded lower costs, stockbrokers have trimmed
commissions and fees across the board. But stockbrokers also need a sharp ear for customers' special needs. Some customers want to be left alone to do their own thing, while others want their handhelds. Some want to pay as little as possible to invest, and others are willing to pony up enough in assets to access their own personal planner. Ally Invest
President Lule Demmissie, for example, says her company's customers value simplicity, and a major focus of the company's continued platform overhaul is to make it easier for customers to understand Ally's products. Buzzword often heard in a recent meeting with Ally representatives: de-jargoning. By contrast, the average TradeStation customer is an
experienced retailer in search of advanced tools that will help him or her gain an advantage in active trading. Almost every broker says mobile investment has become essential, and mobile functionality received a little more weight in our location calculation this year, as did tools and research that are valuable no matter what kind of investor you are. To be
included in our survey, companies had to overcome a few hurdles, such as offering a mobile app and allowing customers to trade stocks, mutual funds, exchange-traded funds and bonds. Companies that are not qualified may still be worth considering. Among companies that declined to participate in our study: eOption, T. Rowe Price, Vanguard and You
Invest by JP Morgan. Read on to see how companies performed in seven categories. Thanks to ongoing price wars, the cost of investing these days is lower than ever. So how does a broker separate themselves from the package when even the more expensive stores charge the price of a side salad trading stocks and ETFs? By offering free trade. On
some brokers, what you have to pay in commission may vary depending on the size of your account and how often you trade. At Firstrade, calculus is simpler: customers pay no commission for trading shares, ETFs, mutual funds and make it a runaway winner in the category. A few other brokers offer a fixed price for stock and ETF trading, regardless of the
assets in your account or how many shares you trade. Of those, TD Ameritrade is the most expensive ($6.95 per trade), followed by Fidelity and Charles Schwab (both $4.95). E* Trading lowers its $6.95 standard commission to $4.95 for investors who make 30 trades per quarter. If you trade that often on Ally Invest (or keep at least a $100,000 daily balance
in your account), you get $1 off the standard $4.95 commission. WellsTrade and Merrill Edge can slash your fees based on your relationship with their affiliated banks. WellsTrade customers who link their account to a portfolio of Wells Fargo checking account see their commission slumped $3 from the standard rate, to $2.95. Customers enrolled in the Bank
of America (Merrill's parent) Preferred Rewards program with a minimum of $20,000 in combined assets qualify for at least 10 free trades a month, avoiding the standard $6.95 rate. The company lowered the qualifying asset threshold earlier this year from $50,000. As a result, according to Merrill, more than 80% of the trades on its platform are commission-
free. Interactive brokers and TradeStation offer excellent deals for frequent retailers. Customers of both companies can pay as little as a fraction of a cent per share, depending on the price plan they choose and the amount of shares traded. Costs can add up if you don't trade much, however. Interactive Brokers customers with less than $100,000 in their
account who don't live up to $10 in commission per month pay brokerage difference. TradeStation investors who pay with the stock are subject to steep inactivity and low-balance charges. Most brokers charge $1 per bond to trade municipal and corporate debt. Under this scenario, an investor who purchased 20 Lockheed Martin bonds at $142.94 apiece (for
a total face value of $2,858.80) would pay $20 in commission. There are a few exceptions. WellsTrade and Firstrade both trade bonds on a net yield basis, folding a markup in their bond prices. Interactive Brokers charges 0.1% of corporate bonds total face value at the first $10,000 in face value and 0.025% thereafter (the percentages are lower for munis
and treasuries). On the same bundle of Lockheed bonds, for example, an investor would pay $14.65 in commissions. Four brokers - E* Trade, Fidelity, Merrill and Schwab-charge nothing to trade government bonds; the others' fees vary. TradeStation is not aimed at bond investors, charging a commission of $14.95 plus $5 per bond of any type. On a bundle
of 20 bonds trading at $142.94 apiece, Interactive Brokers would charge a commission of $14.65 (We Rank online brokers, Oct.). Any brokerage worth its salt gives clients a wide range of investments to choose from. The best in this category goes further by providing deep lists of high quality investments that customers can get on the cheap. TD Ameritrade
boasts of number of investment funds that clients can purchase without a sales or transaction fee: 4,102. E*Commerce, Fidelity, Firstrade, Interactive Brokers and Schwab all reach the high 3,000s or better. E*Handel claims most funds-3,137-with a three-star rating or better from investment research firm Morningstar, with Schwab, Merrill and Fidelity not too
far behind. Firstrade boasts the largest list of commission-free ETFs, with an astonishing 2,200. The totals at TD Ameritrade, Schwab and Fidelity number in the 500s, with a steep drop-off after that. Fidelity's commission-free ETF roster is full of cheap options coming in with the lowest average spending ratio of 0.36%. Broker representatives say their
customers are interacting with their mobile platforms more than ever before. No brokerage offers more corporate and municipal bond trading on the secondary market than Interactive Brokers. E* Trading reigns supreme with new issues companies, and Fidelity has the most new issues munis. International investors will appreciate that Interactive Brokers
offers trading on 85 exchanges in developed and emerging markets; Schwab comes in second with 61. Fidelity made the most U.S. stock offering available to investors-271 during the 18 months ended June 30. Second place: TradeStation, with 55.Brokerage reps saying that their customers are interacting with their mobile platforms more than ever before.
High marks in this category went to brokers whose mobile apps offered customers features and convenience of traditional websites tailored to the devices, as studies show people spend about 20% of their waking hours. Of the brokers we surveyed, only the Interactive Brokers mobile app handles equities, mutual funds, ETFs and bond trading. Fidelity
doesn't offer bond trading on its mobile app, but otherwise the apps at Fidelity and Interactive hit pretty much every brand we were looking for. You can trade options or trade on margin (that is, using a loan from the broker), for example, and both apps allow customers to pay bills from their brokerage accounts, provide real-time streaming quotes and send
news alerts about stock positions. Interactive Brokers' app offers robust mapping with 70 technical indicators that users can apply to their charts. (Only Firstrade's mobile chart has several indicators to choose from, but because the app lacks key features, such as mobile check deposits, it gets it in the rear of the category. E*Commerce, Merrill Edge and
Schwab also score well in this category, with everyone offering most of what we were looking for (minus bond trading) as well as pretty mobile interfaces. E*Handel lost a few points for its relatively basic mobile mapping. Merrill's score suffered because users can't make ACH money transfers, and Schwab got dinged users cannot pay bills from a brokerage
account through their app. A major blow to dozens of Ally, Firstrade, TD Ameritrade and TradeStation: None of their apps allow for mutual fund trading. Brokers offering a wide range of cheap investments give their customers many ways to invest to help achieve their goals. But most investors need help mapping out their path toward these goals and
narrowing the investments that are best for their particular portfolios. Most of the brokers offer lots of tools in order to help investors do just that. Almost all of them offer a tool that shows a customer's progress towards a goal, and all but a few show users a unified view of different accounts, giving them a holistic view of their financial life. All but Firstrade and
WellsTrade show investors how their portfolio's performance is performing against appropriate benchmarks. Five companies - E*Trade, Fidelity, Interactive Brokers, TD Ameritrade and TradeStation - offer some form of virtual commerce so you can test drive strategies before you put them into action. The managers in this category are required to educate
their customers. Schwab hosted more than 5,000 live training events for clients in 2018 to save and invest topics ranging from real estate planning to behavioral finance. Merrill Edge has more than 3,600 educational videos and webinars on its website. TD Ameritrade has eight or nine educational webcasts and two blog posts daily, in addition to the 7.5 hours
of live market commentary that runs weekdays on its proprietary TD Ameritrade network. For investors with some expertise, virtually all the best performers in the stock category offer stock cards, mutual fund and ETF displays with dozens of data points to help you narrow down your investment search. Kudos goes to TradeStation, whose scanner allows
traders to screen stocks, mutual funds and ETFs for more than 2,000 data points. E*Trade, Fidelity, Merrill Edge, Interactive Brokers and TradeStation all allow investors to screen stocks based on broad investment themes, such as cloud computing or robotics. Investors who want basic research on a stock, bond, mutual fund or ETF can probably find what
they're looking for at most brokers, whose summary and quote pages all include common data points, such as earnings, income, interest payments and expense ratios. But the more sophisticated you are about your investments, the more clear, high quality research you will need. All companies except two - Ally Invest and Firstrade - show consensus
estimates for corporate earnings from Wall Street analysts. Only Firstrade and TradeStation provide no sources of market research in the bond market. All but Fidelity, Interactive Brokers and TradeStation offer some research from Morningstar that is usually only available to Morningstar's premium customers. Ally Invest and Firstrade offer full Morningstar
analyst reports on stocks, mutual funds and ETFs.Interactive Brokers reported most for investment research in our study, followed by Merrill Edge, Fidelity, TD Ameritrade and Schwab. But both Fidelity and Interactive Brokers boast a wealth of research that contradicts a lack of quality, with most of the reported research lacking in-depth analysis to benefit
quantitative, often computer-generated reports. Interactive Brokers scores a few points, along with Ally Invest, Merrill Edge, Schwab and TD Ameritrade, to offer equity analyst reports from investment research firm CFRA. Companies also received points if they provided stock analysis from an investment bank. For example, Schwab and TD include
Ameritrade reports from Credit Suisse (E*Trade makes Credit Suisse reports available to customers with more than $100,000 in assets). WellsTrade offers reports from Wells Fargo Securities, and Merrill Edge provides research from Bank of America Merrill Lynch Global Research.To invest ideas curated by a professional, six of the 10 (all but the bottom
four scorers in this category) boast lists of proposed mutual funds handpicked by analysts from Morningstar, investment banks or brokers' affiliated bulletins (or a combination of the three). Merrill Edge, Schwab and WellsTrade provide their own internal listings of stock listings as well. Shares of Merrill Edge's U.S. 1 and Endeavor lists, for example, are
chosen by Bank of America Merrill Lynch research analysts. Firstrade and TradeStation do not offer advice, and WellsTrade declined to compete in this category. The rest of the brokers surveyed offer some kind of advice to clients. Depending on your investment preferences and account assets, you may find yourself following the lead of an algorithm-based
robo adviser, a real-life financial planner (some certified financial planners, some not) or a combination of the two. Fidelity and Schwab sit on a virtual tie at the top of the category, thanks to their budget-friendly robo-advice. Fidelity Go comes with a minimum investment of just $10, by far the lowest entry barrier for the group (though at $100 and $500,
respectively, Ally Invest's and E*Trade's robos are an option for most investors). Fidelity Go's 0.35% management fee is the second highest (Merrill Edge charges non-preferred Rewards customers 0.45%) includes the expenditure ratios of the underlying funds that make up the portfolios of the plan. The $5,000 minimum for Schwab's robo service, Intelligent
Portfolios, ties with offerings from Interactive Brokers, Merrill Edge and TD Ameritrade as the most expensive. But when you're in the doorway at Schwab, things get cheap. Investors pay no management fee, and expense percentages on their portfolios are as low as 0.08%. Schwab's service offers 36 portfolios, second to Interactive Brokers, whose advisory
arm, Interactive Advisors, offers 75 choices. At Interactive, investors can choose to be placed in an asset allocation portfolio based on their response to a nine-question survey, or they can choose from a portfolio menu created by investment pros at advisors such as State Street Global Advisors and Legg Mason. Management fees range from 0.08% to 1.5%,
and the average charges a cost ratio of 0.14%. The robos at TD Ameritrade and Merrill are worthy options, but got dinged in our ranking to require slightly higher minimum requirements and charging a bit more in expenses than their peers. Merrill, Ally and Interactive Brokers lost points for missing some of the amenities expected of high-net-worth clients,
such as property planning. All but Ally assign an account representative to customers who meet a specific asset threshold. Fidelity, Schwab and TD Ameritrade offer a common fisheries policy. You need $25,000 in assets to access a cfp at Schwab, a tenth of the $250,000 required by Fidelity and TD Ameritrade.Online brokers strive to make interactions
seamless, with platforms that are intuitive, transparent and informative. With that in mind, our team of investment authors tested each of the broker's websites and mobile apps and assessed their experiences. Merrill Edge scored top marks. A makeover for the website last year slashed the number of navigation links from 149 to 75, effectively cutting in half
the clicks needed to browse the site, says Merrill exec Cory Triolo. Users can summon a trading ticket from any page on the site and do not have to navigate away to execute a trade. The platform's different story states – applicable to equities, mutual funds, ETFs and client portfolios – ask a number of questions that are crucial to understanding the
investment instrument in question each time an objective answer is delivered along with educational content and actionable advice tailored to each investor. We really want to guide you down the path and make finding ideas easy, says Merrill's Steve Lucas.Investors will find a similar philosophy at E*Trade, which scored high marks among our testers for the
intuitiveness of its platform and the ease with which users could find investment research. Stock-quote pages are full of useful research on the web and mobile platforms, and investors looking for investment ideas can start with the company's thematic investment page, which recommends ETFs that play on themes like cybersecurity, self-driving cars and
millennials. Schwab and TD Ameritrade also post good results in this category. TD customers, who could already interact with their brokerage via Facebook Messenger, Apple Chat, Twitter direct messages or by talking to their Amazon Alexa device, may, since July, access brokerage information in their car through Apple CarPlay, Android Auto and Echo
Auto.Other brokers were hit-and-miss. Our writers loved Fidelity's robust ETF quote page, for example, but then wondered why similar pages for mutual funds were almost devoid of information. Firstrade's website was the speediest of them all, and operating its mobile trading ticket was a breeze, but it was almost impossible to find serious research on the
mobile app. Ally's and WellsTrade's platforms were mostly a miss: sparse and difficult to navigate. Although Interactive Brokers and TradeStation offer both platforms and tools that pioneer advanced, active merchants, neither site proved to be very intuitive to daily investors investors Us. Where's my stimulus check? Use the IRS's Get My Payment Portal to
get an AnswerCoronavirus and your MoneyThe IRS has an online tool that lets you track the status of your second stimulus check. January 18, 2021 Recovery Discount Credit: Get your full Stimulus Check payment with this tax CreditTax BreaksIf you didn't get a stimulus check or you didn't get the full amount, you may be able to claim the recovery discount
credit on your 2020 tax return. January 18, 2021Threncesthrencely we could get a third Stimulus Check? Coronavirus and Your MoneyPresident-elect Joe Biden and others in Congress are pushing for a third round of stimulus checks, but it may be a while before we get them. January 18, 2021Bonds: 10 things you should knowInvesting for IncomeBen may
be more complex than stocks, but it's not hard to become a savvy fixed income investor. July 22, 2020Er Stock Market Open on Inauguration Day 2021? MarketsThe federal government will enjoy an off day on Inauguration Day, but stock and bond markets both will be doing business as usual. January 19, 20213 Municipal Bond Funds for Rich, Tax-Friendly
YieldsInvesting for IncomeMunicipal Bond Funds allow you to benefit from the benefits of tax-free income. By investing in CEFs, you can further sweeten the pot. December 31, 2020Stock Market Holidays in 2021MarketsA stock market open today? Take a look at the days of the NYSE, Nasdaq and bond markets starting in 2021.December 30, 2020 2020
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